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This is the only book you will need to make great-tasting jams, jellies, marmalades, pickles,

chutneys, syrups and sauces. Included are special tips on local or organic ingredients, low-

sugar or no-sugar spreads and handcrafting gift jars. Judith Choate is a three-time James

Beard Award winner.
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Joanne, “Unusual recipes, however..... I give this 10-stars for originality in recipes...such as

mushroom relish, blueberry catsup, chocolate and other dessert syrups, papaya jams,

Moroccan Oranges, tapenade, etc., even a lemon curd-type dessert using eggs, all of which

can be canned in waterbath. (look thru the 'index' browsing feature and see all the recipes

listed from A-Z, too many to mention here). I can't wait to can some of these novel recipes and

more. Some use pectin, others don't, most are meant for longterm storage via waterbath

canning, some others are for refrigerator or freezer storage.On the downside, the author gives

a strange canning instruction...it says once jars are removed from the pot after processing, to

immediately turn jars upside down for 10 minutes, then right side up again. I have many other

books and NONE of them suggest that. In fact, they say to keep jars upright and NOT to tilt jars

whatsoever until 12 or 24 hrs have passed. For this reason, if a beginner canner, I would

suggest using other books to learn canning procedures. There aren't any illustrations

explaining 'how to' steps here either, other books do. There aren't too many pics of the finished

recipes either. I did try a Pennsylvania Peach Jam to use up some fresh-squeezed OJ and

some of our homegrown, frozen peaches. It also made use of maraschino cherries which I

wanted to use up too. My gut told me that 1 teaspoon of lemon juice was not enough--most

jams/jellies use 3 to 4 TABLEspoons, and I have found by using that measurement, most low-

pectin fruits and juices gel nicely; but, I disregarded my instincts and followed the recipe. As

feared, the jam was very loose set. I can use it for cooking but not as I had intended. I see

many of her other jam recipes use scant amounts of lemon juice too, and I would definitely

bump it up next time.I will report back when I try more recipes, but I did want to give my

comment at this point in time that the recipes are very inviting ones and they are

uncomplicated, but the book does have some issues.UPDATE--4/16/14--made a half recipe of

the Orange Sauterne Jelly, using up my Italian Blood Orange juice and white wine (sauvignon

blanc) as substitutions..worked nicely, easy to do, tasty. As mentioned above, I bumped up the

lemon juice from a scant tsp to several Tablespoons. Made a nice gel set.”

Texas rose  bud, “Very good.. Used this when canning. Very good.”

AAC, “Finally some recipes I can use!. Many positive things to say about this book; I wish I'd

found it during the summer when I needed it.- Clear directions- Amounts are small (reasonable

for a single person)- Amounts are in common format (pint, quart, cup)- Recipes using pectin

and no pectin- Introduction mentions basic proportions of fruit to sugar if not using pectin-

Many basic recipes w/out odd/expensive ingredients as well as more interesting or involved

recipesI've bought several books recently that deal with preserving fruit and veggies. While



some of the recipes sounded good, they often used amounts that were difficult to match in my

kitchen. I've never figured out what a dry quart is, and since I'm putting up my own produce, I

don't have 20 pounds of tomatoes/apples/&c (imagine how much time that would take and the

room you'd need to store it! More power to you if you have the time, energy, and room). Added

to that, odd, expensive, or hard to find ingredients meant the books were a mistake for my

kitchen, although I might use them in years to come when I have more experience doing

preserves.Recipes in Judith's book ran the gamut from basic to elegant, so there are a number

I'll be able to use, and many I'm looking forward to trying when I feel brave. Some ingredients

are more expensive (liqueurs for one), but there are plenty of basic recipes to balance those

out. I highly recommend it for beginners like myself, and I'd bet that more experienced cooks

would find some recipes of interest.The only 2 areas that I'd change would be to reformat the e-

book so recipes weren't spread out over several pages, and more jam/jelly recipes w/out

pectin.”

Cyrus Webb, “Judith Choate's BEST LITTLE BOOK OF PRESERVES & PICKLES Is Just

that... The Best!. Growing up in a community where canning was done on a regular basis each

year, it was refreshing to be reminded of the process and the love that went into it by James

Beard Award Winner Judith Choate's book THE BEST LITTLE BOOK OF PRESERVES &

PICKLES. The book is not just about how to can. It takes you through the benefits of fresh

ingredients and the joy that can be had from creating mini masterpieces right in your own

home.Whether she is talking about how to prepare for the actual canning, what type of

ingredients to use or the actual recipes, Judith showcases that something that may seem so

"ordinary" can be done to not only taste good but look good as well. Presentation is everything,

right? And nothing is left to chance in this handy guide, not even ways to spice up the

appearance of your jars.I had the opportunity to interview Ms. Choate on Conversations LIVE

after reading the book, and it's obvious that this is not just something she is writing about. It is

something that she herself still enjoys.So if you are looking for easy recipes that can be used

by your family or shared as gifts with others, THE BEST LITTLE BOOK OF PRESERVES &

PICKLES is all you will need to get started. Enjoy!”

Richard Barth, “Delicious Results. Comfort good with genuis touches. I promise that its pear-

ginger preserve is the best I ever tasted. I eat it on toast in the morning, and serve it with cold

meat for supper.”

The book by Judith Choate has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 9 people have provided feedback.
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